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COVID-19 Infodemic Trends in the African Region

This report seeks to communicate operational recommendations based on social media
monitoring from June 21-27, as well as relevant information on current mis/disinformation.

Target countries include Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa (ENG), Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso, Senegal,
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Niger (FR). We have outlined what we mean by

“engagements” and how we gather information in the methodology section at the end of this report.

CONCERNING TRENDS

● Ongoing concerns around vaccine safety and side e�ects
● Questions about the vaccine’s purpose and e�cacy

OBSERVED TREND

● Frustration with pandemic and vaccine management & government corruption

Ongoing concerns around vaccine safety and side e�ects

Where have we observed this trend?

Other content
● Kenya

○ False claims circulating in a video claiming that UK health authorities have
declared all vaccines “unsafe for use in humans,” that they are toxic, and that
6,000 people have died from vaccination (WhatsApp)

○ AZ doses that Denmark has banned arrive in Kenya here and here (Facebook)
↪ Fuelling concerns over side e�ects & feeling that Africa is a “dumping site”

○ Thread addressing false claims about vaccine side e�ects here and here
(Twitter)

● South Africa
○ A post warns about the fast vaccine rollout by comparing it to thalidomide, a

rapidly approved drug in the 1950s that led to malformations in newborns here
(Facebook)
↪ Vaccine testing being falsely equated with the thalidomide development is
not new

○ Question about vaccine safety and long term e�ects here (Twitter)
■ About why people should take vaccines;
■ About how long they remain in one's body;
■ About whether they're safe when taking antibiotics or have chronic

illnesses

https://www.facebook.com/960549524105124/posts/1965819606911439
https://www.facebook.com/960549524105124/posts/1965982513561815
https://twitter.com/RamadhanOmar17/status/1407981742540140546
https://twitter.com/IBrianMurimi/status/1407961309962985476
https://www.facebook.com/214578959104364/posts/952686928626893/?app=fbl
https://apnews.com/article/fact-checking-afs:Content:9802969269
https://twitter.com/_AfricanSoil/status/1409100068100227072
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○ Comment about people dying in Norway after receiving Pfizer here (Twitter)
○ Comment about young boys su�ering from rare heart inflammation here

(Twitter)
○ Some teachers refuse the vaccine due to health concerns here (Twitter)
○ Comment with video stating the vaccines were designed to kill people here

(News)

● Nigeria
○ Videos circulating suggesting that vaccinated people can turn on light bulbs/

flashlights when bringing them near their vaccinated arm here and here
(Facebook)

○ A Nigerian doctor’s post about brain clots after vaccination is criticized for
sounding alarmist here (Facebook)

○ The FDA adds warning about a rare heart inflammation to Pfizer and Moderna
shots here (News)

● DRC
○ Request that the government stop administering vaccines, claim that they are

killing people and are the cause of COVID symptoms here (Facebook)

Outside of target countries
● Uganda

○ Comments about AZ and J&J vaccines having been banned in Europe
continue to circulate in comments here, with people also concerned about the
safety of mixing vaccines (Facebook)

● Sierra Leone
○ Claim that a nurse has died after taking the vaccine here (Facebook)

● Ghana
○ Ghana Fact debunked a claim alleging that COVID vaccines are poisonous and

that people should drink warm water with charcoal to help “detoxify” here
(WhatsApp)

Why is it concerning?
● Concerns over safety and side e�ects drive vaccine hesitancy & refusal in the region
● Reports of serious adverse side e�ects are now been associated with several vaccines
● Comments on these and other posts in the region illustrate increasingly prevalent links

between news on side e�ects and vaccine hesitancy & refusal
● Vaccine acceptant people also appear to be changing their minds about vaccination

in response to the content listed above
● Reports of blood clots and side e�ects are particularly associated with AZ and J&J;

AZ is the most widely used vaccine in Africa

https://twitter.com/SlagoVaderKhila/status/1407430775956463622
https://twitter.com/ProMaster1204/status/1407440494183993347
https://twitter.com/Ianbins/status/1407697951103848448
https://twitter.com/KaConfessor/status/1406659977066987523
https://www.facebook.com/106344777691936/posts/331883978471347
https://www.facebook.com/106344777691936/posts/331882471804831
https://www.facebook.com/713843459004738/posts/1683453168710424
https://www.reubenabati.com.ng/index.php/component/k2/item/31975-fda-adds-warning-about-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-moderna-covid-shots/post
https://www.facebook.com/107800870553697/posts/500521141281666
https://www.facebook.com/nbstelevision/posts/4260213277402938
https://www.facebook.com/154093751423252/posts/2074176082748333
https://ghanafact.com/2021/06/false-covid-19-vaccines-are-not-poisonous-and-you-dont-need-to-drink-charcoal-powder-mixed-in-warm-water-to-detox/
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What can we do?
● Create clear, consistent messaging about vaccine developments and communicate

often about what is known and unknown (from US-CDC J&J Rapid Report)
● Emphasize hopeful messages highlighting vaccines are crucial ending the pandemic

● Share solidarity messages around protective measure and safe behaviours, such as
the ones circulated by the UN’s Zwakala “I do it for you” campaign

● Expand content related to cases of myocarditis/ pericarditis after vaccination. Include
information about the conditions, their seriousness, signs and symptoms, when to
seek medical care, and what is known about who might be at increased risk (US-CDC
SoVC Special Report Recommendation)

● Produce content explaining why vaccines are considered safe and e�ective
↪ Viral Facts example here

● Consider emphasizing that rollout pauses are precautionary measures. The fact that
health institutions are transparent and implement them show that they are thorough.
This could help reinforce rather than undermine trust
↪ Viral Facts example here

● Consider providing country-specific vaccine safety information based on the
vaccine being disseminated nationally, particularly in relation to the AZ vaccine

● Produce video content outlining ongoing monitoring and risk management
processes (WHO EPI-WIN report recommendation)
↪ Viral Facts example here

● Clarify indicators of potential side e�ects for people to watch out for and how to
respond (WHO EPI-WIN report recommendation)
↪ Viral facts example here

● Produce content for journalists on Adverse Events Following Immunization (AEFI)
reporting and best practices, including using non-scientific language that is clear and
understandable

● Communicate clearly around the relationship between vaccines and changes in the
menstrual cycle
↪ Viral Facts example here

○ Include answers that address this misinformation in FAQ documents, call
center scripts, and help chat-bots made available to the public

● Continue to manage expectations around possible side e�ects, underlining the
safety profile of di�erent vaccines and providing information on the systems public
health practitioners use to investigate AEFIs (UNICEF ESARO Feb recommendation)

● Continue to advocate for trusted public figures and politicians to take the vaccine
● Continue to encourage community engagement to address concerns as they arise,

and continue to mobilize the healthcare worker community
● Ensure any of the above content is widely circulated and shared on Facebook and/or

on any trusted communication channels. Choose accepted and trusted
organizations and messengers to share the content, including local sources and
uno�cial channels

https://theconversation.com/covid-19-public-health-messages-have-been-all-over-the-place-but-researchers-know-how-to-do-better-150584
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wb35cr1df5oihtg/AABW2exDPExGngRxemaY66aca?dl=0
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1380085301641682945
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1393079891533484033
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1393178071876911105
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1369297394605654018
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1399266913142857731
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Questions about the vaccine’s purpose and e�cacy

Where have we observed this trend?
● A NYT article here pointing to rising infections in countries that used Chinese vaccines

(News) generated conversations and warnings on social media (example here from
Zimbabwe with comments from South Africa as well)

● Last week’s misleading headlines about the AstraZeneca treatment’s ine�ectiveness
have been clarified by AFP here (News) and by Studio Kalangou in Niger here
(Facebook)

Other content
● DRC

○ A person retelling their battle with COVID asks whether vaccination will be
mandatory, as well as why it should be mandatory if it does not prevent one
from contracting the virus here (Facebook)

○ Question about how many vaccine doses a professor had obtained before
being hospitalized with COVID here (Twitter)

○ Question about how a vaccinated person can contract the virus here (Twitter)

● South Africa
○ Claims that people have died after taking the vaccine here and here (Twitter)
○ Question about the vaccine’s purpose if people are getting re-infected here

(Twitter)
○ The minister of transport posted and subsequently deleted a Tweet stating that

people can still die of COVID after vaccination here, generating debate
(Twitter)

Outside of target countries
● Ghana

○ Response to question about the importance of vaccination despite surges in
countries with advanced vaccination rollouts here (News)

Why is it concerning?
● The perception that vaccines are not e�ective undermines vaccine acceptance
● It may also exacerbate COVID fatigue, and the perception that life will not regain a

sense of normalcy in the foreseeable future

What can we do?
● Emphasize accurate information around resistance to the COVID vaccines, with

verified statistics on the risk of contracting COVID and having severe symptoms for
vaccinated people

● Provide context for publications leading to the perception that the vaccines do not
protect people against COVID (in Seychelles, for example, many people have

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/22/business/economy/china-vaccines-covid-outbreak.html
https://twitter.com/daddyhope/status/1408518569818722304
https://factuel.afp.com/http%253A%252F%252Fdoc.afp.com%252F9CU7Z7-1
https://www.facebook.com/889644731134054/posts/4008802359218260
https://www.facebook.com/Mbuyambq/posts/2964810740463505
https://twitter.com/AngelKazadi/status/1406676352514859008
https://twitter.com/sirimakutu1/status/1407295841921077264
https://twitter.com/Marcellomj/status/1406606859759411207
https://twitter.com/Manvinu/status/1406908132639444996
https://twitter.com/_AfricanSoil/status/1409102542106206214
https://twitter.com/HermaineM/status/1407382557390512131
https://www.fact-checkghana.com/must-ghanaians-continue-to-take-the-covid-19-vaccine-despite-surge-in-cases-in-countries-with-higher-immunisation-noguchi-explains/
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contracted COVID despite the advanced vaccination rollout; however, most of those
who contracted COVID were not vaccinated)

● Disseminate updated data about the e�ectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines. Continue
to provide updates about the e�ectiveness of current vaccines against common
variants in Africa (adapted from US CDC Insights Report 9 recommendations)

● Amplify new evidence that vaccination likely results in less severe illness for those
who are vaccinated and get infected with COVID-19 (adapted from US CDC Insights
Report 9 recommendations)

● Emphasize proactive community engagement and address concerns around vaccine
e�ectiveness as they arise

● Emphasize/ circulate personal stories of people a�ected by the disease
↪ Viral Facts example here, here, here and here

Frustration with pandemic and vaccine management & government corruption

Where have we observed this trend?

● South Africa
○ Post with very high engagement noting that COVID is now o�cially a “third

world problem” here (similar post here, and comment here) (Twitter)
○ Frustration with government mismanagement of the pandemic and vaccine

rollout, as well as with vaccine inequity here, here, here, here, here (Twitter and
News)

○ Frustration with government corruption here, stolen COVID funds here, and
absence of political engagement here (Twitter)

○ In response to questions about the country’s slow rollout, South Africa’s
transport minister responded that some people die of COVID after having
received the vaccine, generating outrage here (News)

○ Request to provide vaccines for everyone, not just teachers here (Twitter)
○ Telecommunications billionaire states rich countries have withheld vaccine here

(Twitter) (also circulating in Zimbabwe)
○ Frustration with COVAX shortcomings here (Twitter)
○ Frustration with double-standards of safety measures (politicians not wearing

masks) here (Twitter)

● Kenya
○ Frustration with double-standards and flawed logic of safety measures here

and here (Twitter)
○ Frustration with slow vaccine rollout here, inadequate government spending

here, and lack of political mobilization here (Twitter and Facebook)
○ Frustration with COVAX shortcomings and vaccine inequity here and here

(Twitter)
○ Anxiety over vaccine shortages here and here (Twitter and News)

https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1400774549122191361
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1401868352377786375
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1401499109257879553
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1401868352377786375
https://twitter.com/Hosi_km/status/1406962651415056390
https://twitter.com/leahmareewilson/status/1406182673320755205
https://twitter.com/pum_zile/status/1406980718819958790
https://twitter.com/DeezyStark/status/1408064429401403394
https://twitter.com/DeezyStark/status/1408064429401403394
https://twitter.com/MrHandsome_ZA/status/1406922470049918976
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times-daily/opinion-and-analysis/2021-06-22-caiphus-kgosana--axe-vax-excuses-its-time-to-think-outside-the-box/
https://twitter.com/Artii_M/status/1406123542534631424
https://twitter.com/casspernyovest/status/1409058362327699458
https://twitter.com/The_Tea_Guy/status/1407698440449146882
https://twitter.com/khadijapatel/status/1408872685711593475
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times/opinion-and-analysis/2021-06-27-mampara-of-the-week-fikile-mbalula/
https://twitter.com/Sentletse/status/1407640550354849793
https://twitter.com/News24/status/1407706693836890114
https://twitter.com/TinofaMutevedzi/status/1407698771576766467
https://twitter.com/kevinho28386207/status/1406664754182168578
https://twitter.com/gabrieloguda/status/1409110084555247619
https://twitter.com/_fiona254/status/1409105547589259270
https://twitter.com/MuthuiMkenya/status/1408834922039627787
https://www.facebook.com/1147778742021890/posts/2309155289217557
https://twitter.com/CisNyakundi/status/1408692760639639556
https://twitter.com/daidey/status/1407635242148679680
https://twitter.com/MalecheAllan/status/1407431101367341061
https://twitter.com/AT_Bajaber/status/1407586116287533057
https://twitter.com/NationAfrica/status/1407559036845932550
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○ Claim that the commercialization of vaccines is not moral here (Twitter)
○ This week’s WHO EARS report notes concerns about the availability of

vaccines., questions about non eligible individuals jumping queues to get
vaccinated, and concerns about the shortage of second vaccine doses

Outside of target countries
● Zimbabwe

○ Frustration with vaccine inequity and COVAX failures here (Twitter)

SPECIFIC CONTENT TO CONSIDER

❖ SOUTH AFRICA (ENG)

❖ This week’s South Africa Feedback report notes discussions around the lack of
SAHPRA approval for the Sinovac and Sputnik vaccines
↪ Our report also notes debates about the EFF party’s actions to acquire access to
the Sputnik vaccine here

Online claims suggesting the WHO does not recommend the vaccine for children
here, here and here were countered here

Comment about first vaccine jab “deactivating your immune system” here

Concerns over forced vaccinations for teachers here and comments about the
need to also vaccinate children/close schools here and here

Statistics and post alleging that COVID is not as dangerous as other issues here

Thread on vaccines’ e�ectiveness against variants here

Comment on use of ivermectin here

Comment about spike proteins “assisting the virus” here
↪ UNICEF ESAR has also flagged “spike protein” as a breakout search this past
week in South Africa

News of a 63-year-old woman dying in a COVID vaccine queue sparked
comments on social media here
↪ some criticized slow vaccine rollout, others asked about the cause of her death

Comments on the hidden “ramifications of the vaccine,” referring to
misinformation about Dr. Dolores Cahill and Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche

https://twitter.com/ntvkenya/status/1407934190197391360
https://twitter.com/PHILA_ZW/status/1407595922687725569
https://twitter.com/ModiselleLl/status/1409077563927011331
https://www.facebook.com/112123760487193/posts/334371818262385
https://twitter.com/Ianbins/status/1409227863585402882
https://twitter.com/erika_pirzl/status/1408064094385565710
https://www.factcheck.org/2021/06/scicheck-misinformation-about-whos-covid-19-vaccine-guidance-for-children/
https://twitter.com/Cyza/status/1406671661554937864
https://twitter.com/bakanadioblaise/status/1406243960276799488
https://twitter.com/PythonPablo/status/1406227777146310662
https://twitter.com/JayaG37/status/1406914738991345666
https://twitter.com/BhambathaRebel/status/1406696800493441026
https://twitter.com/miamalan/status/1408752473670619136
https://twitter.com/Mel202012/status/1407455869764308994
https://twitter.com/Pyper_001/status/1406882150700523523
https://www.facebook.com/news24/posts/10159805731526842
https://twitter.com/AllisonFarah1/status/1407623805502173185
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-pandemic-flu-idUSKBN2872HX
https://www.mcgill.ca/oss/article/covid-19-critical-thinking-pseudoscience/doomsday-prophecy-dr-geert-vanden-bossche
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❖ Guidance encouraging pregnant women to get vaccinated here and here (News)

❖ Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for education says there is nothing
“devilish” about the vaccine and encourages teachers to get it here (News)

❖ KENYA (ENG)

Claim that Denmark seeks to dispose of its AZ vaccines by donating them to
Kenya here
↪ this kind of concern has surfaced every time a European country donates its
AZ vaccines to an African nation

Ongoing questions about why Covishield not being a recognized vaccine for
those seeking EU travel rights here (person posting appears to have confused
“Covishield” with “COVAX”)

The ministry of health clarifies that it obtained AZ doses manufactured in Italy,
not in India here

Study shows that vaccines do not a�ect fertility here

❖ NIGERIA (ENG)

Post about the lack of attention on issues like hunger (vs. COVID) because they
do not kill the rich here

❖ Debunk of the claim that the vaccine can give you the virus here (News)

❖ Femi Fani-Kayode, an anti-vaccination champion, receives the jab here (News)

❖ Top 10 COVID vaccine rumours here (News)

❖ DRC (FR)

Question about which vaccine is being used in the DRC here in light of vaccine
expiry here - information about incoming vaccine imports here

❖ BURKINA FASO (FR)

Cartoon criticizing Europe’s “leftover” vaccine donations to Africa here

https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/covid-19-pregnant-teachers-should-still-get-jab-experts-say-20210623
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/recommendations/pregnancy.html
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/nothing-devilish-about-the-covid-19-vaccine-kzn-education-mec-kwazi-mshengu-20210623
https://www.facebook.com/TV47KE/posts/1965982513561815
https://twitter.com/taibalitaib/status/1409087910607998981
https://www.facebook.com/standardkenya/posts/10159508641949430
https://www.facebook.com/nation/posts/10159835292164497
https://www.facebook.com/108837894198177/posts/346833890398575
https://www.newvision.co.ug/articledetails/107140
https://dubawa.org/spotlighting-femi-fani-kayode-nigerias-popular-anti-vaccination-champion-who-later-took-the-jab/
https://dailytrust.com/the-ten-myths-of-nigerias-covid-19-vaccine-2
https://twitter.com/jrbianda/status/1408269885315207172
https://www.facebook.com/583505765340649/posts/1403224453368772
https://www.facebook.com/100962895417209/posts/160489959464502
https://www.facebook.com/1719629628080021/posts/4268170476559244
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❖ NIGER (FR)

Plea not to make vaccines mandatory here

❖ SENEGAL (FR)

President of the African Development Bank states Africans should produce
vaccines rather than beg for them here (also in Nigeria here)

OUTSIDE OF TARGET COUNTRIES

❖ UGANDA (ENG)

Countering claim that the president has agreed to the mass production of
“Covidex” to cure COVID here

Claim that fake vaccine certificates are circulating in the country here

❖ GHANA (ENG)

GhanaFact debunked a false claim circulating on WhatsApp stating that
“Singapore has performed an autopsy on the corpse of a COVID-19 victim” and
found that COVID is a “bacterium” rather than a virus here

https://www.facebook.com/212046828955498/posts/1882360175257480
https://www.facebook.com/93588388573/posts/10161144122563574
https://www.facebook.com/100044149223848/posts/384164479731856
https://twitter.com/lindahNabusayi/status/1407692448491618307
https://twitter.com/AKasingye/status/1407960294542954498
https://ghanafact.com/2021/06/fact-check-message-falsely-claims-singapore-has-performed-an-autopsy-on-the-corpse-of-a-covid-19-victim/
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PERSISTING ONLINE TRENDS

* any trends in blue are newly included this week
** bolded trends appear to circulate more this week

● Frustration with slowness or mismanagement of vaccine rollout
● Vaccine deaths will be logged as COVID deaths
● I would rather die of COVID than of the vaccine
● Vaccines don’t prevent death or the virus’ spread / vaccines are not e�ective
● COVID palliatives are being hidden/ denied to citizens
● COVID/ the vaccine is intended to control/ reduce the African population

○ According to the Africa CDC February Vaccine Perceptions report, almost 1 in 2
respondents believe that COVID 19 is a planned event by foreign actors

● Lockdowns are not an e�ective way of controlling COVID
● Frustration with double standards around health and safety measures (e.g.

politicians not wearing masks)
● Questions and concerns around forced vaccinations
● Politicians have taken fake vaccines
● Clinical trials were rushed

● Africans are lab rats or being used to test vaccines (Viral Facts response here)
● New pandemic waves/ COVID are caused by vaccines
● Other issues and/or diseases are more important than vaccination
● Vaccines won’t stop the need for protective measures, why bother (Viral Facts

response here)
● COVID case numbers/ mortality rates are exaggerated
● Foreign companies or governments profit from the vaccine rollout in Africa
● Fear of vaccine side e�ects/ long-term e�ects
● COVID does not exist (Viral Facts response here)
● E�ectiveness of herbal remedies (Viral Facts response here)
● E�ectiveness of ivermectin and alternative remedies (particularly in South Africa)

(Viral Facts response here)
● Frustration with looting and mismanagement of COVID funds

TRENDS TO WATCH

● According to a study conducted by Smart Phorce in partnership with Financial Afrik in
urban settings in Algeria, Ivory Coast, Morocco, Nigeria, Ghana and Cameroon, 15% of
respondents believe vaccines were invented in the West to harm Africans

○ Respondents cite fear of side e�ects (20%) and concern that the vaccines
were developed too fast (16%) as the two leading hesitancy drivers

https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1384779123302752257
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1377241510039683073
https://www.facebook.com/WHOAFRO/videos/1059407544571240/
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1389878262743060483
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1394643247272706051
https://www.facebook.com/239535054913/posts/10159501186049914
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● First Draft’s publication on how foreign anti-vaccine narratives reach West African
nations online highlights key harmful narratives in the region as well as the need for
proactive health messaging

● Debate over whether the Sputnik and AstraZeneca vaccines are e�ective or not
e�ective against the Delta variant

● Angela Merkel takes Moderna for her second vaccine dose, after having taken
AstraZeneca for her first

● South Africa plans to produce mRNA vaccines locally under a WHO deal

● Travelers can pay for Sinopharm and Sinovac vaccines in Zimbabwe

● Experts say J&J booster shots might be needed to help counter the Delta variant, as
concerns over the variant’s spread increase

● Reports of fake vaccine injections surfaced in India this week

● Ongoing conversation about Covishield’s exclusion from the vaccines approved for
the European “Green Pass” (also here and here)

● Ongoing criticism of COVAX scheme here and here

● Oxford scientists trialling ivermectin for COVID treatment

● Cuba develops a new vaccine, “Abdala”

And some words of wisdom for the week...

https://firstdraftnews.org/long-form-article/foreign-anti-vaccine-disinformation-reaches-west-africa/
https://firstdraftnews.org/long-form-article/foreign-anti-vaccine-disinformation-reaches-west-africa/
https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/oped/letters/how-vaccines-work-3445516
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/AstraZeneca-Sputnik-V-vaccines-effective-against-an-Indian-strain-of-coronavirus-GHS-denies-report-1292791
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/AstraZeneca-Sputnik-V-not-effective-against-the-Indian-strain-of-coronavirus-1291990
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/AstraZeneca-Sputnik-V-not-effective-against-the-Indian-strain-of-coronavirus-1291990
https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/news/world/merkel-gets-moderna-as-second-jab-after-astrazeneca-first-dose-3446516
https://www.biznews.com/briefs/2021/06/22/mrna-covid-19-vaccine
https://www.facebook.com/news24/posts/10159806122211842
https://www.iol.co.za/news/world/experts-say-booster-shot-may-be-needed-for-j-and-j-vaccine-as-delta-variant-spreads-6c738ca9-04b6-4c9c-b0f8-d8b4625ff3d8
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/delta-variant-covid-vaccine-us-cases-surge-wave-ashish-jha-2021-6
https://twitter.com/NationAfrica/status/1408963289963368451
https://healthpolicy-watch.news/most-covax-vaccine-recipients-excluded/
https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/news/travellers-vaccinated-with-russian-chinese-indian-vaccines-may-be-unable-to-enter-majority-of-eu-countries/
https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20210623-l-ue-ne-reconna%C3%AEt-pas-le-covishield-le-vaccin-d-astrazeneca-majoritaire-en-afrique
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/jun/24/rich-countries-deliberately-keeping-covid-vaccines-from-africa-says-envoy?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
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Methodology

Engagements, otherwise known as interactions, refer to the number of likes, comments,
reactions, and re-shares on a post. This is not a perfect measure of engagement:

● Some may have seen the post and chosen not to interact with it;
● Commenting on or re-sharing a post may constitute a more meaningful form of

engagement than simply reacting to it;
● We are not systematically distinguishing between the types of responses that each

engagement generates (e.g. while a post may contain misinformation, people may be
countering/ debunking it in the comments).

We seek to mitigate these limitations by:
● Scanning comments and monitoring reactions to qualitatively evaluate responses to

each post;
● Assessing the velocity of a post (i.e. how fast is it obtaining reactions, likes, shares) and

the re-emergence of specific themes;
● Identifying whether the post is shared across a variety of platforms and sources

(broad engagement), or simply soliciting a high level of attention within a given
community/ platform (siloed engagement).

The monitoring reports are produced using NewsWhip Analytics, TweetDeck, Crowdtangle,
UNICEF Talkwalker dashboards as well as the WHO EARS platform. As a result, data may be
biased towards data emerging from formal news outlets/ o�cial social media pages, and
does not incorporate content circulating on closed platforms (e.g. Whatsapp) or groups (e.g.
private Facebook groups). We also rely on our fact-checking partners, who provide
invaluable insights into relevant national and regional trends or content, as well as
country-level reports, including the South Africa Social Listening Weekly Report.

In producing these summaries and recommendations, we have consulted community
feedback survey reports, as well as monitoring and recommendations from AIRA partners.
We also draw from WHO EPI-WIN weekly reports and UNICEF monthly reports to formulate
recommendations. As we produce more content, we seek to triangulate and corroborate
information across these groups to strengthen our infodemic response.


